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Edu-Credits launch!!
I admit it, I am a class junkie. I love taking classes. I love inviting teachers
to share their talents with us. It creates an energy in the shop that is just
so much fun. I schedule a lot of classes throughout the year, lots of different teachers. We want to take them all but the costs do add up.
I am pleased to announce the launch of a brand new rewards program
that will help with class costs, Edu-Credits! For every class you attend
with a National Teacher at Bedecked and Beadazzled you will receive one
point. Reach eight points and you will receive a credit toward your next national teacher class equal to $160. This means your ninth class could be FREE
or will be almost FREE! The points roll-over year to year and do not expire so
you can accumulate points at your own pace.
Consider our classes and join the fun!

CLASSES with visiting teachers Save the date

Does anyone out there
know what season we
are in? The calendar
says February but it’s
going to be 66o here
today. I just know
Mother Nature is going
to sneak up on us and
pack a whollop! Let’s
hope she does it when I have just
the right stitching project and
threads and could she please,
leave the power on? To date two
out of four of the geishas from the
Mystery With A Twist class have
been stitched under battery-powered lights. How’s that for trivia?
February is the month of love, so
lets celebrate or love of stitching
by finding time to stitch each day
this month.
xo

August 10 & 11 - Sandy Arthur
Stitch a Raven! Select your favorite Raven - Night Cap,
Squashed or Fast Friends and join us for a weekend of fun
as Sandy Arthur brings them to life. Class fee is $320 plus
kit fee. Details on the website.

GO RAVENS! Register before the Superbowl
and receive 20% off the kit fee!
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Mystery classes
how do these
mystery classes work?
I know, it’s confusing. What exactly is
a mystery class? A mystery class is
just like a mystery in a book; it unfolds in chapters. With each chapter
more of the mystery (how are we
going to stitch this canvas) is revealed?
We meet pretty much every other
Sunday afternoon (unless the classroom is booked with another teacher)
and review the twists, turns and fun
of the current lesson. Class is from 1
to 3 pm. Can’t join us in person? No
problem, we will ship to you. The instructions have full color photos of
the canvas stitched to date along with
complete instructions and diagrams.

zecca snowman
Another mystery class is complete! I love the mystery
classes. They motivate me to get
things done and not linger. This
one was a challenge, bringing the
canvas to life with a limited color
palette and lots of repetitious
design elements. It’s a great design
but one that I could easily have
grown bored with stitching.
We tackled the challenge and made
a forest of green trees unique and inviting. The snowflakes fall into the no
two snowflakes are alike category. We had a variety of fun options for those
two elements and not one involved
what you expected from me, row
beading. :-)

Want to join
the party?

I also post lots of pictures on my blog
www.NotYourGrandmother’sNeedlepoint.com the Sunday evening after
class.

It’s not too late to join us.
Give us a call and we’ll send
you the complete kit.
Canvas, stitch guide(s),
threads etc.

And so that you don’t feel left out
missing the in class shenanigans we
set up a online stitching group at
www.stitcherie.com. There is a discussion for each class!

We start Bastet, the Egyptian Cat Goddess, next Sunday and it is certain to
be full of surprises. I am waiting for canvases; if you join now, your first and
second lessons will ship together.
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What’s the next mystery?
Bastet by tapestry fair
When I saw this canvas by Tapestry Fair, I knew it had to be a mystery. Can’t you
just imagine the possibilities! Classes will be February 10 and 24, March 10, April
7 and 21. The cost for the class is the cost of the canvas $216 plus $15 per lesson and the price of the threads, beads, crystals etc for that lesson.
Canvas design area is 11.5 x 14 handpainted on 18ct mono. You will need 16 x
18 stretcher bars.

looking for something with a slower pace?
Row of Ladies by Lee
We also offer Mystery With a Twist projects. These work just like the
regular Mystery Classes except you don’t really know when the next
lesson is coming. I fit these in between the regular mysteries. At
first I thought the lessons would be at 4-6 week intervals. They are
really about 3 months apart. Lesson #4 has just shipped for the Row of Ladies
by Lee. This is a study in fashion. All the ladies are so pretty in their gowns. Lots of fun
details to bring to life. There are no in-person lessons. Everyone is an outpatient for this class.
The cost for the class is the cost of the canvas $110 plus $15 per lesson and the price of the
threads, beads, crystals etc for that lesson.
Canvas design area is 10 x 16 handpainted on 18ct mono. You will need 14 x 20 stretcher bars.

Can I order a mystery class that is complete?
Certainly, we are happy to kit any of our past mysteries. Canvas, complete stitch guide with all the threads, beads, crystals
and gizmos can be packed and shipped to your home or office anytime you want. Just say the word.
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Stitch of the month
why this works
I love all of the Jean Hilton
stitches. She was definitely a
woman before her time. I’m
sorry I did not get the chance to
take a class with her.
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She created wonderful layered
stitches that remind me of my old
spirograph - circles and crescents
and all kinds of coolness. She
masterminded the Jessica. These
are stitches that at first require
patience and concentration but
then light bulb moment, you get it
and you can adjust the size and
shape to fit what you need.
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You can use these stitches with
any threads of your choice. A
round thread will make them
more like string art allowing the
individual stitches to show, while
a ribbon allows them to mound
up and add a fabulous topography
to our canvas.
Give it a try. You are going to
love it.
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Amadeus Triangle
Some of the trees on the Zecca snowman were stitched in the Amadeus
Triangle stitch using ribbon. Oh how fun is that? The diagram above shows
one variation. Adjust the placement of the stitches to fit what is painted on
your canvas.
Begin with a single straight stitch across the bottom of your triangle. I positioned mine one canvas thread up from the bottom of the tree so that I
could see where to put my needle for the future stitches. With each stitch
you will move across the bottom of the triangle and up the right side.
When you reach the middle bottom you will start coming down the left
side of the triangle. You can share holes across the bottom as necessary to
accommodate the number of stitches you need on the sides.
This is a great stitch with lots of height!
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what’s new?
Here’s a few of our newest favorite things

Holiday Shopper Angel
by Ruth Schmuff
canvas $132.00

Cardinal Joy
by EyeCandy
canvas $62.00

Frog Magnet
canvas $14.00
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Sleeping Beauty
by Ruth Schmuff
canvas $161.00

Bling
by Diane Dirks
canvas $262.00

Snowflake Magnet
canvas $14.00

Mermaid holding Fish
by Laurel Burch
canvas $252.00

Yvonne Fairy
by Lani
canvas $240.00

Mod Merry
by EyeCandy
canvas $117.00
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Mystery
makeup lessons

elizaBeth turner collection
belts! - trunkshow!

Why not join us for a Mystery
Makeup Day
We all love to start projects, but
then life gets in the way and suddenly there are so many WIPS
that we don't know what to do
first. Let's have a stitch-in and
see if we can't get rolling again.
Bring any Mystery Class project
that you need a little extra help
on, or want a push to get finished, and spend the day stitching
in our classroom. I'll be there to
help you review whatever you
need. We'll have lunch and simply
have a fun girls day.
The next Mystery Make Up Date
will be: Saturday, March 2, 11-4

The Elizabeth Turner Collection is sending belts. Not just a few belts but lots
and lots and lots of belts! The trunkshow will be here from February 6th
through the 26th. Now is the time to stock up and create your stash of
travelling projects. Belts are great for that, small and portable. Stitch On!
As with all our trunkshows purchase a trunkshow canvas or order one during
the event and receive a 20% discount!

CLASSES with visiting teachers
February 9 - Orna Willis
Last call. We still have a few spaces available for Orna Willis’ extraordinary
color class next Saturday, February 9, 2013 from 10 AM - 5 PM. We will explore color and play with what we learn on a counted canvas piece.

Fee is $45/day and includes lunch.
Please register early to reserve
your space. Snow policy - If it
snows or ices, or is otherwise
nasty, we will reschedule.

Are you looking for a community of stitchers where
you can post and ask questions about needlework related things? Why not visit us on www.Stitcherie.com;
it’s a fun and supportive group! We have dedicated chat
groups over there for the mystery classes - great for
encouragement and keeping up. The cyberclasses will
soon be hosted there too.
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Class fee $155.00 plus threads selected at class. If you
took this class last time, feel free to sign up again. The
counted canvas design is totally new and just as fun!
Class size is limited. Please sign up early to reserve your
space. A $75 non refundable deposit will be required.

notyourgrandmothersneedlepoint.com
Here’s where you can check out all the latest in the shop, in
my wholesale line available at shops nationwide and simply
in my mind. Yes, it’s a scary place sometimes. Way too many
ideas are floating around up there.
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Monthly Clubs!
What’s not to love about monthly clubs? A fun package of needlepoint
goodies all colorful and sparkly delivered directly to your door.
Our two newest clubs are the Crazy Patch Boo-nanza by
our own Ada of EyeCandy Needleart and Color Party!
Crazy Patch Boo-nanza starting in April of 2013 includes six Candy Corns and three Pumpkins all in
shades of pinks and oranges. Each is complete with a
stitchguide. So fun; so cute. All are approximately
6" on 18ct.
Cost is $84 to $92 per month plus shipping for the
stitchpainted canvas and detailed stitchguide. A complete
thread/bead kit is available separately.
Color Party is all about threads. Join us on
an exploration of color. Each month starting
in February you will receive a package of
threads all linked by color. Play with the
threads and experiment with them to find new
favorites and reconnect with old. These are
my favorite threads, no embroidery floss here.
Each club shipment will include seven threads,
beads, embellishments and a crossword puzzle
to get you thinking like me. What makes this thread special? How can I use
it? What size canvas does it fit? Cost is $38 per month including shipping
plus a one-time $33 registration fee.

party

Club rules
1.You can sign up for a club at
anytime.Your first shipment will
go out on the 10th of the month
following your sign up.
2. We will take a deposit equal to
the cost of the canvas/guide in
your first shipment. This deposit
will be applied to your final shipment of the club.
3. There is a complete
thread/bead/crystal/embellishment
kit available for the club at an additional charge. It includes all
threads/beads etc to stitch the
entire series. It is sent with the
first club shipment if desired. A
50% deposit will be taken at sign
up for those desiring the thread
kit.
4. Now, for the cool part. There
are freebies - gifts for joining the
club! Each club has it's own gifts.

Sign up at www.BedeckedandBeadazzled. com. Click on clubs to view details.

Other clubs to consider
Shown at right are the Creeps by Needle Deeva, Kelly Clark’s Tremendous
Trees and Hoot! Hoot! by EyeCandy Needleart. Call the shop at
410.296.0405 or visit www.BedeckedandBeadazzled. com. Click on clubs to
see all the clubs and to sign up!
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